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Blast off into hyperspace with these eleven action-packed Star Wars tales! Jedi Master Yoda has a

lightsaber showdown with the dreaded Count Dooku; Luke Skywalker and the Rebels race against

time to destroy the Death Star; and the brave Rey makes a new friend when she meets the droid

BB-8. Each of these stories is the ideal length for reading aloud in five minutes--perfect for galactic

adventures at lightspeed.
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Probably one of the best impulse buys I've made in a while!I have an almost three-year-old son who

is too young to watch the Star Wars movies and understand them.That's where this book comes

in!There are 11 short stories with lots of colorful pictures and easy-to-read dialogue. And I was

REALLY impressed that the dialogue is verbatim from the movies themselves, not watered-down

paraphrases. So when my son reads these stories and finally does get to watch the movies, the two

will match up perfectly without any inconsistencies in dialogue or plot.I was also pleased with the

selection of stories. One each from the three prequels and then two each from the original trilogy

and the Force Awakens movie that is out now!If you want a good bedtime book for your child this is

the children's book you're looking for!



This book is a HUGE hit with my 7-year old. He is in love with Star Wars so I ordered this for

Christmas. WeÃ¢Â€Â™ve been reading a story from it almost every night since. The book is great

because it has a wide variety of stories that span the Star Wars sagas. Some of the stories he is

familiar with either from watching one of the movies or the Clone Wars/Rebels series and some of

the stories were tales he wasnÃ¢Â€Â™t familiar with. ItÃ¢Â€Â™s provided a lot of detail for

discussions in our house. I like that the stories are entertaining but not too long for a bedtime story,

especially when we sometimes end up reading more than one story.

I am very impressed with the illustration and the writing in this book. Even the physical quality of the

book--the coushy hardcover and light weight pages--makes the book perfect for my little guy to to

carry around with him everywhere. We all enjoy reading this book. I am so glad that i got it :)

My 8-year-old loves these stories and is happy to read them to us or himself. We are big Star Wars

fans, so it's a great way to get your child excited about a book (mine does not tend to be excited

about reading). There are a few words in there he couldn't read (toward the end of 2nd grade) but

the book was so interesting to him, he did not get frustrated as he has with other books + the stories

are not too long for a 2nd grader.

I love the 5 Minute story books...we have the Star Wars and a couple of the Marvel comic 5 Minute

Stories, as well. This book has age appropriate stories for my three year old and the stories are

pretty close to the movie story lines ( I am sure that you can spot the differences if you are a real

Star Wars fanatic...but they don't bother my little one). My husband loves to read him the Star Wars

stories at bedtime. The length of the stories is good as they are long enough to feel like you have

read a "real" story to the child but no so long that they don't keep a three year old's attention. Highly

recommend!

I was amazed at the quality of this book. I guess for the price I wasn't expecting much; I bought it for

a friends sons birthday party (turning 6). The cover is thick, padded type and the book is of decent

size and weight, but the best was the pictures; It looked comic style, with vibrant colors and detail,

which made it even more appealing. The birthday boy got so many gifts of Legos and scooters, but

when he opened the book he started looking through it and shouted, "COOL" and didn't want to

open any more gifts as he was browsing through the book with such excitement and enthusiasm. I

honestly think that this book looks $25 easily! With that said, the price was definitely a steal! Will



definitely consider purchasing these 5-minute story books again.

Pros:- Thick, heavy, high quality book- Thick pages, so it's harder for them to tear accidentally-

Great stories- Hard to find a good present for kids who love Star Wars if you don't want to buy a toy

weapon or some silly bobble head that will sit on a shelf or pay tons of $$$. This is a perfect

alternative.Cons:- None

Great book. My son loves 5 minute stories and is obsessed with Star Wars so this was a great

addition to his collection. The illustrations and stories are great!
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